
The following reports help you to keep testing on track and to correct data issues on MAP
reports.

Check Testing Progress
Required Role: Data Administrator or District Assessment Coordinator or School
Assessment Coordinator

Name Key Data Key Uses

Students Without
Valid Test Results
Report on page 2

Which students have not yet tested for
each test

Identify students with either incomplete
(suspended) tests or completed tests that
are invalid

Test Events by
Status Report on
page 4

Total count within each grade of valid,
invalid, suspended, and terminated
tests

Monitor how well schools are progressing in
testing

Check Reporting Issues
Required Role: Data Administrator or District Assessment Coordinator. Also School
Assessment Coordinator for this report: Students Without Reporting Attributes.

Name Key Data Key Uses

Students Without
Reporting Attributes
Report on page 5

Students in each school with missing
attributes

Identify students who lack the information to
appear on reports, such as ethnicity

Instructors Without
Class Assignments
Report on page 7

Teachers (Instructor role) without a
class assignment this term

Identify instructors who cannot access reports

Students by District on
page 7

All student records in CSV format
with demographic information

Verify your student demographic information for
a given term
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Check User Profiles
Required Role: Data Administrator or District Assessment Coordinator.

Name Key Data Key Uses

Potential Duplicate
Profiles

Users with the same ID or
missing ID, in CSV format

Help find duplicate entries for the same student or
Instructor so you can clean your records

Profiles With
Shared IDs

Users with similar data, in PDF
format

User Roles Report
on page 10

Users and all the roles assigned
to them

Identify who has access to the MAP site, specific data,
and specific features

Students Without Valid Test Results Report
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Description Identifies students who have not started testing, who have started but not completed testing
(suspended, paused, or terminated), or who have completed tests that are invalid (could not be
given a final, valid score). Use this report to check your progress toward completion of the testing
schedule.

Notes n Students added since the last nightly processing session do not appear on the report.

n For students to appear under a given grade and test, at least one student in that grade must
have a completed test. As soon as one student finishes, then all other students in that grade
will appear until they complete the same test.
o Note: If a student mistakenly completes a test not intended for his or her grade, then the

report assumes all other students in that grade should have completed the test. Try
removing that test from the report options.

n No Data Available appears if all students have completed testing

n Date Created/Updated: Reflects the last time the student profile was updated, excluding
test events.
Tip: To see test event dates, use Test History search under theManage Test Sessions
> Find Students page.

n The Not Tested status includes students who have begun testing but not finished.

n The Invalid status also shows the reason. For details about invalid tests, see:
MAP Help Center > Your Data > Missing/Problematic Data > Invalid Test Results

Tip If you see more or fewer students than expected, you might need to adjust the report options.
Select a specific grade and subject, combined with the specific tests you expect those students to
take.

Alternatively, use Test History Search (open Manage Test Sessions and click Find Students to
Test).

https://teach.mapnwea.org/assist/help_map/Content/Data/DataMissingWrong_Invalid.htm
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Test Events by Status Report

Description Summarizes MAP Growth test events (rather than the number of individual students tested) by
school, grade, and subject within a specific date range for the current term so you can quickly
see how schools are progressing through the test season and whether mandated testing is
complete.

Requirements
and Notes

n Use this report in conjunction with the Students Without Valid Tests Report to identify
students that still need to be tested.

n Students must be assigned a school to appear on this report.

n All test events in the selected date range are counted (not limited to growth test events).

n Status information on test events for all students includes count of:
o Valid–Test events were completed in the date range with all test items answered.

o Invalid–Test events were completed in the date range and marked as invalid. For
example, the test time may have been too short or the standard error calculation too
high.

o Suspended–Test events were temporarily stopped during the date range. Students
may resume and complete the tests.

o Terminated–Test events were canceled during the date range before completion.
Students cannot resume these tests.
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Students Without Reporting Attributes Report
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Description Identifies student profiles:
n With enough information for the student to take tests, but not enough information to include

the student’s test results in results reporting for any term in which attributes are missing.

n That are parent profiles that have been merged, resulting in incomplete attributes for a term.

You can use this report to:
n Troubleshoot missing data on reports.

n Identify student profiles to update.

n Make sure student test results from specified terms are included in reports.

Notes n Missing Reporting Attributes: Indicates that some or all of the attributes required for
reporting are missing on the student profile. Attributes required for reporting include Student
ID, Student Last Name, Student First Name, Student Date of Birth, Student Gender, Student
Grade, and Student Ethnic Group Name.

n Missing School of Record: Indicates whether the profile has no school of record. The
school of record, or primary school, is required for results reporting to prevent
inconsistencies in reporting at the class, school, and district level. If a student profile has
more than one school, the school of record:
o Prevents test events from being counted more than once in summary statistics

o Identifies where test events are included in summary statistics even though they are
reported more than once (to all teachers and administrators at all schools)
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Instructors Without Class Assignments Report

Description Identifies instructors who have no class associations for the selected term so you can link
instructors with classes.

Notes Instructor status must be active to appear on the report.

Students by District

Description List of all student records in CSV format, including demographic information, so you can verify
your student information for a given term.

Notes Does not include class associations nor test events.

At this time, the opening columns—with school and Instructor data—are not used.
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Profile Reports

There are two operational reports that offer help to find duplicate entries for the same student:

Profiles With Shared IDs Potential Duplicate Report

l CSV format

l Only compares profile IDs

l Useful if your district uses the Match on ID
policy

l Less useful if your district re-uses old student
IDs, since all recycled IDs will appear as
duplicates

l PDF format

l Compares not only IDs but also names, birth dates, and
other data; consequently, more potential duplicates
appear

l Useful to avoid errors when using the Import Profiles
process in MAP

l Not available if your district uses the Match on ID policy

l Can take up to 24 hours to process

Potential Duplicate Profiles
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Description Identifies profiles in the MAP system with similar characteristics that suggest they may be
duplicates so you can merge or delete true duplicate profiles.

Requirements
and Notes

n Data administrators can fix true duplicates at any time in Manage Students.
NWEA recommends leaving similar profiles that are not actual duplicate records in the
system.

n If no data are available for the current term, information from a previous term appears.

n If the student attends multiple schools, the report indicates “multiple schools” rather than
identifying a school of record.

Profiles With Shared IDs

Description This report identifies the following:
o Student profiles with the same ID

o User profiles with the same ID

o Profiles that are missing an ID

Use this report to clean up your roster and ensure every profile has a unique ID. Unique IDs are
required if your district uses the Match on ID policy. This policy is an option that NWEA can
establish for you so that all of your roster imports compare profiles by ID only, not by name, birth
date, and other data.
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User Roles Report

Description Summarizes MAP system users and their roles and identifies which users have active profiles so
you can search for users by role, school, or status.

Notes If a user has multiple roles, all roles appear.
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